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Known as the Silicon Valley of the country or the Garden city of India, Bangalore attracts vast
number of visitors from all across the globe. From the past few years the city has become a host to
businessmen, corporate giants, nature lovers, holiday makers, students, professionals, vacationers
and bureaucrats from all across the country and abroad. The capital city of Karnataka, Bengaluru
replete with numerous tourist attractions, technology driven IT parks, beauteous gardens due to
which it receives a huge footfalls through out the year. To cater the needs of heavy influx of visitors
from all corners of the world, the city is decked with numerous categories of hotels that include
luxurious hotels, premium deluxe hotels, beauteous boutique hotels, budget accommodations,
luxury resorts and various chains of hotels that offer accommodation to all and sundry. Fully
adhering to the Indian culture these hotels offer red carpet welcome to its guests and treating guests
as God. Replete with modern amenities and comforts these properties carved out a wide range of
modern amenities and services to its guests so that they have a memorable stay over here.

The luxurious five star hotels of Bangalore dedicates its efforts to maintaining world class standards
while constantly providing personal services to its guests. Absolute comforts in a luxuriously
spacious environment offer its guest a perfect ambience that will surely assures fond memories of a
memorable stay. The LaLit Ashok, ITC Windsor, The Paul are some of the world fame luxurious
hotels of the city that invites you to relish luxury of a different kind that merges an old world
ambience with international service which creates such a nostalgic experience that goes beyond
expectations. Considering the growing needs of its guests who are pocket conscious and canâ€™t afford
such luxuries, budget hotel is a good option for them. Budget hotels in Bangalore have built up their
infrastructure and resources that offer its guests world class accommodations and facilities. Some of
the budget hotels in the city offer a cheap alternative to these luxurious accommodations. They offer
its guests some of the best facilities like swimming pool, pub, conference rooms, fine dining options
and best of accommodation facilities that reflects the artistic elegance and highest level of client
satisfaction.

Hotel Bangalore Gate, Chinaâ€™s Residency, Golden Residence, Woodland Hotel etc are some of the
best deal budget accommodations of the city. Now a day the city is fastly becoming a hub to various
chains of widely renowned hotels that include The Taj Group of hotels, The Oberai Group, The ITC
welcome Group are few of the most prominent one. The warmth and hospitality that you experience
in these hotels reflect the values they hold and embody this tradition. Most of the hotels in the city
now a day follow good eco friendly practices in the hotelâ€™s daily functioning to do their bit in
preserving the environment.

So why worry about accommodation in Bangalore. The hotels in city are ready to serve you which
are mainly renowned for their excellent services and affordability which makes them stand apart
from the rest of their contemporaries.
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Dhirendra Rai is a traveler who likes to share her experiences with you. We provide more
information about Luxury a Hotels in Bangalore with Best Prices and Online Booking Services.
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